


Now. 

I said Now. I say Now. 

Masters on Earth are Raptors. Raptors. Eagles. Rare, yes, are Raptors on
Planet Earth, yes, on Planet Earth. Yet governments completely ignore
this issue, and will not Cease and Desist 3 Bladed Wind Turbines. Why
? They have No Care for Life, you see. 

That is not how you treat Rare Wildlife, you see. You can Care for
Wildlife by Ceasing and Desisting 3 Bladed Wind power plants. 

One day a word will be noticed. 

One word. 

Cease. Notice it now. Thank you. 

If the world could actually Care about Life for once, for once, can it be
from now. Thank you. 

Life is Precious. Rare. Endangered. While we Populate and Demand
More and More, not Less and even Less, in a time frame over 8
Decades. 

Over 8 Decades, Humanity has Completely changed a Planet, and it is a
Planet. Planet Earth. The Only one With Life. The Only one you see,
with Life. Are we going to destroy More areas to build the Unreliables
Wind and solar are. They are. Why do we not use Coal in brand new
power stations, like China and India build to make Infrastructure no-one
needs all over the Land. NSW only needs 5 new power stations using
Coal. Just 5. Five. Compare Renewables infrastructure where , to where,
until when ? They are Unable. They are. They will never do anything
but Destroy Wilderness , and rural regions, where Peace and Quiet
have been present for innumerable time frames. Eons even. God Help us
Stop These Things, Renewables, please, God, please, God, please. Care
for Life please God. Tell them to Stop These Things please, that Harm
both Environment and Life, Rare, Endangered and Vulnerable, and
people's lives, lives. 

Understand how many will be needed , these Things with 3 Blades,  that
Harm and Destroy Environment, into lower Catchment areas, into



Wildlife as Birds and Bats that Fly in areas Humanity do not. 

God. Help those in government Understand what 3 Bladed Wind
Turbines do to the Environment, All On Country Environment. Them ?
Government. And Sharemarket. These two. Unaware of the Harm and
Loss they offer this Dry Continent, Australia. Australia, a Dry Continent
government and Sharemarket have No understanding of. Cease and
Desist Renewables On Country, On Farmland, In Wilderness in a Dry
Continent, harming Wildlife. 

I Demand a Moratorium, at least, on Renewables. I need Renewables to
Cease now. Coal is the Future IF China and India gets Rights to
Australian Coal, going Offshore, and en masse. Why ? This is Ludicrous
and a Crime Against Endangered species and Future Endangered to
Critically Endangered species I Pray will not be Extinct For No Reason,
For No Reason. 

I have a understanding of my region, New England. Where Vital Upper
Tributary Catchments begin, NB, begin. To Namoi, Gwydir areas you
see. Where Farmers need absolute Respect from government, Australian
to State, who follow, yes follow an Agenda inappropriate for this Dry
Continent, Australia. Yes, Australia, unlike any other Continent on
Earth. Read that please. And again. The Driest Continent on Earth. Not
even acknowledged by those in government here and in a global world
of Harm and Loss to Environment, All On Country Environment,
worldwide. I am Ashamed of government, Australian and State, local,
mayors in my region who will not listen to those paying Rates and
Supporting Australian Economy who Protest Renewables. 

What is it wrong with the Country, Australia ? 

We are Sold. How Dare You All. 

What are you Doing to Our Nation ? I need an inquiry you see. It has to
be a Royal Commission to get the Truth out, yes the Truth. This is
Serious and you Ignore it all. 

What Are you Doing to Our Nation and Country never yours at all to
Harm or Cause Loss upon. No rights it has, this Dry Continent, now
corporate controlled by which Nations, please, which ? 

Go and get a Good Look at New England area please. Go and have a



Good Look at it please. It has Catchments needing Care and no-one is
assisting the Farmers in the ways this Land needs Care for Country
Trees. Yes, Trees. Yes, Trees. Many of them. Many. 

Subsidise workers, 80,000, in NSW alone, paid to Plant Trees on
Farmlands that grow Food for Our Nation. Our Nation. Some of these
Farmers are Generational Farmers who Do Care for Country and Do.
Assist the All On Country Environment Forever and plant Trees On
Country. Trees. Trees. Trees will assist Balance and Harmony upon
a Dry Continent. 

Cease  and Desist 3 Bladed Wind Farms now. 

Some farmers are Absent and accept the proposal of a Wind Farm that
will devastate other places and their own. And Wildlife. And
Environment. Into Climate of Environment. Prone to Drought and Fires.
Do not exacerbate these issues with 3 Bladed Wind Farms. 

Birds are Masters being killed for No Reason, for No reason, No reason,
None. 

To offer harming 3 Bladed Wind power plants On Farmland In the
Upper Tributary Catchments of the Namoi River System is wrong. 

A court decision handed down in December,2023, has ordered a wind
farm be dismantled. 

The court decision, handed down by the Court of Appeal in Nimes,
France, has ordered the dismantling of a seven-turbine wind farm in
Hérault: 

https://www.wind-watch.org/news/2023/12/14/noise-bird-deaths-
windfarm-ordered-to-close-for-first-time-in-france/ 

Campaign groups successfully argued that the turbines were causing
harm to birds and residents.
A windfarm in southern France has been ordered to close due to noise
complaints from residents and the effect it is having on birds, in the first
closure of its kind in the country.
The case centred on several complaints from bird and animal welfare
associations about the negative effect the windfarm was having on
protected birds in the area, and residents who have complained about
noise nuisance from the farm since it first opened in 2016.



Last April, one of these rare birds ( Golden Eagle) was found dead at
the base of a wind turbine, and the welfare associations estimate that the
turbine’s blades have been responsible for the death of more than a
thousand birds in the area.
“The golden eagle is unique, it hunts on 150 km², this is its territory,”
she told BFMTV. “This has mainly been a fight for biodiversity, and that
is where we have been vindicated...
Residents in the immediate surrounding area have long complained
about the noise from the windfarm. 

In the US, Oklahoma, following yet another lengthy legal battle, the
Tulsa judge ruled in favour of the Osage Nation, citing that the turbines
constituted a “continued trespass”. 150 MW of turbines will be
removed. At a est. cost of $300,000 million ! 

People and Wildlife are On Country and Living and Working in the
Kentucky Balala region near a proposed Wind power plant. Consider
them, please. Cease and Desist Thunderbolts Wind Farm now. 

If you lived in a quiet peaceful region - region. 

If you lived in a quiet peaceful rural, NB, Rural region, then please
understand what is going on is wrong re Renewables On Farmland, In
Wilderness areas On Farm, and Off Farm ( roadsides, hobby farms),
where these areas are Vital for Future Wildlife populations you see. 

Wildlife. Consider them into 8 Generations Future please. Please. That's
a human 8 Generations you see, not an Eagle's. Under Threat from 3
Bladed Wind Turbines not one government has Ceased. Not one. Not
one. 

The New England Vital Upper Tributary Catchments region will be
a Vital region climate refugia. It is cooler country you see. Keep it that
way. 

A Chinese research study showed Loss of Soil Moisture over time
after implementation of a wind farm. The study researched a site pre
wind farm, post wind farm, and observed Moisture Loss in soils. 

https://www.wind-watch.org/news/2023/05/15/wind-farms-lead-to-
significant-decrease-in-soil-moisture-study-finds/ 

May 15, 2023. A new study has found that wind farms can have a



“significant” impact on soil moisture, and aggravate the soil drying in
grassland areas, with impacts on ecosystems.
The research, published in peer-reviewed journal, Science of the Total
Environment, found that “wind farms significantly reduced soil moisture
within the wind farms and in the upwind and downwind
directions...... the long-term operation of wind turbines can affect local
climates.”
“Wind farms aggravate the soil drying in grassland areas, which may
have impacts on grassland ecosystems.

An earlier study, from 2002, showed that a U.S. region with four of the
the world’s largest wind farms showed an increase in land surface
temperature that researchers connected to the effects of the turbines.
The paper, published in Nature Climate Change, used NASA satellite
data to show “that an area of west-central Texas covered by four large
wind farms warmed at a rate of 0.72 degrees Celsius per decade
relative to nearby regions without wind farms.” 

Get 3 Bladed Wind Turbines Off a Dry Continent. What are wind farms
doing in Australia, a Dry Continent ? And it is. Australia has no
Glaciers. None. Absolutely none. It's a Dry Continent, unlike any other
on Earth. Farmers are in this area, Kentucky Balala. Prime Agricultural
Land it is. Cease and Desist 3 Bladed Wind Farms in the New England
from Now. March 25, 2024, now. 

Are we really going to Risk drying out Australian soils, prone to drought
already, NB. 

Why are Renewables in plan if China and India take our Coal for
Infrastructure manufacturing we have No need for, nor does Planet
Earth, under Threat again and again and again from government,
Ignorant about the Land, The Land. 

Cease and Desist Thunderbolts Wind Farm and get the Name removed
Now. How Dare a foreign company abuse a name , a Legend it is, being
Thunderbolt, who lived in Nature, in solitude, in the Bush, now
under Threat from foreign entity Neoen. 

Neoen destroyed a Wilderness region in Far North QLD. The Kaban.
View 



https://www.rainforestreserves.org.au/kaban
Kaban is one of the most biodiverse regions in Australia and not an
appropriate location for an industrial scale wind development. To say
this project is “green” is a clear case of “greenwashing” corporate
spin”. 

Now Destroyed. Destroyed. 

How Dare our government enable Environmentally Destructive
infrastructure - 3 Bladed Wind Turbines as "wind farms" - upon the rural
landscape into Wilderness areas where Endangered Species still survive.

Cease and Desist Thunderbolts Wind Farm Immediately. And Cease and
Desist 3 Bladed Wind Turbines Right Now on Planet Earth. Now. If you
understand Environmental Destruction, then Cease and Desist wind
farms now, from now. 

I Vehemently Object to Thunderbolts Wind Farm. I spoke at a IPCN
inquiry. At Kentucky Community Hall. I add part of my presentation in
this submission. I am Disgusted the community couldn't have a proper
say. 5 to 10 minutes to Have a Say, and yet the other entity had Years to
prepare an EIS !!! This is a Serious Issue, isn't it, yes. I Demand a
Moratorium on Renewables and a Royal Commission on Renewables
Immediately. 









NSW Independent Planning Commission 
approves Bowmans Creek Wind Farm in Hunter 

region
• The NSW Independent Planning Commission has signed off on a 

proposal for a $590 million wind farm in the coal-rich Upper Hunter.
• Ark Energy has received approval to set up 54 turbines east of 

Muswellbrook, capable of generating 335 megawatts.
• They will be more than 200 metres high.
• The company said it was an "exciting achievement" and it looked 

forward to contributing to the state's renewable energy targets and 
helping to drive down wholesale electricity prices.

• The Bowman's Creek wind farm has been controversial in the 
community, with most of the 130 public submissions 
made throughout the application process objecting to the project.

• Landholders raised concerns about noise, visual impacts, bushfire 
risks and land-clearing in the quiet rural area.

• The planning commission said it decided to approve the wind farm 
due to the project aligning with the state's energy framework to 
lower emissions and its proximity to existing transmission networks 
and regional road and rail corridors.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-01/wind-farm-opposition-intensifies-near-hunter-coal-mines/100277510
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-01/wind-farm-opposition-intensifies-near-hunter-coal-mines/100277510


https://neoen.com/en/news/2021/neoen-starts-construction-
of-kaban-green-power-hub-taking-its-australian-portfolio-

past-the-2-gw-milestone/
“Dr Maia Schweizer, CleanCo Queensland’s CEO said: “CleanCo’s agreement to buy wind energy 

generated by the Kaban Green Power Hub fits right into our unique portfolio of low emissions and 
renewable energy. We will use it to supply our customers – some of Queensland’s largest businesses –

with reliable, competitive low-emissions energy. We are proud to tap into Far North Queensland’s 
excellent renewable resources as we support Queensland’s 50% Renewable Energy Target.” 

Neoen is also working closely with the Jirrbal people, Traditional Owners of the land on which the 
project is located, to deliver a range of employment and community development outcomes.” 

• Rainforest Reserves are needing Attention, Attention, Attention. 
• The Jirrbal people get the Neoen suggesting a deal ? The Jirrbal are fighting for their 

Country , under Threat from Renewables upon their Custodial Lands, their Custodial 
Lands.

• The Kaban is now destroyed. A Wilderness. Now Destroyed. Members of the IPC are 
needed to investigate the Kaban and the loss of Wilderness to the Race to implement 
Renewables as a Profit Making Enterprise, yes, a Profit Making Enterprise, Destroying 
Wilderness for No reason – No reason – No Reason at all. It’s a Issue. It is a Issue. The 
Race to bring How Many Renewables Projects into Australia when we don’t need the 
power, do we. I need a Royal Commission into Renewables and overhead Transmission 
Lines this Land does Not need, a Land named Australia. Traditional Owners are a 
government named entity you see. Custodians are the Mob fighting for Kaban and now 
Chalumbin in northern QLD Rainforests of high need for QLD, for QLD.

• Cease and Desist 3 Bladed Wind Turbines in farms I say are Industrial Sites , times by the 
number of 3 Bladed Turbines harming the Environment. Harming the Environment. 
Harming the Environment, yes. 

https://neoen.com/en/news/2021/neoen-starts-construction-of-kaban-green-power-hub-taking-its-australian-portfolio-past-the-2-gw-milestone/
https://neoen.com/en/news/2021/neoen-starts-construction-of-kaban-green-power-hub-taking-its-australian-portfolio-past-the-2-gw-milestone/
https://neoen.com/en/news/2021/neoen-starts-construction-of-kaban-green-power-hub-taking-its-australian-portfolio-past-the-2-gw-milestone/


https://www.globalaustralia.gov.au/success-stories/neoen-
net-zero-wind-energy-grids-storage-solutions

Join Australia’s transformation to net zero
Australia is positioning to become a renewable energy superpower. We are building new clean energy 

industries, expanding export supply chains, upskilling our workforce and forging global and regional 
partnerships.

This creates significant investment opportunities for global companies looking to expand into net zero 
industries. Find out more about investment opportunities in Australia’s net zero industries

• At what Cost to Our Environment, Dry Continent.
• Government, Australian, do not know this Continent is Dry. Vital Upper 

Tributaries in the New England leave be. Cease and Desist Thunderbolts Wind 
Farm Now, Now, Now, and Demand a Royal Commission into Net Zero, a 
Farce of a kind that may force into Extinction 18 Species in Australia, that 
may include Koala and Eucalypts, the Survivor Species of Australian 
Environment, under Threat from 88 Impacts Australian government ignore, 
whilst chasing the Net Zero issue I will be Watching ever so closely every day 
I watch the Increase of Emissions in the Net Zero chase to Net Zero.

• Cease and Desist 3 Bladed Wind Farms Immediately, and put them on 
Rooftops, or in the Hunter upon the highly damaged mining sites restored but 
not able as a Catchment.

• I am Disgusted with my government and it’s Inability to Care for Country and 
All On Country. Care for Country is To All On Country, under Threat from the 
Foreign Market for Renewables I need On Rooftops, and without Blades, and 
without Impact to Our Lands, Australian, Australian, Australian, in a Dry 
Continent, unlike Any other On Earth.

https://www.globalaustralia.gov.au/success-stories/neoen-net-zero-wind-energy-grids-storage-solutions
https://www.globalaustralia.gov.au/success-stories/neoen-net-zero-wind-energy-grids-storage-solutions
https://www.globalaustralia.gov.au/industries/net-zero


Cease and Desist Net Zero Now
• Get Real.
• Cease and Desist Increase in Emissions via the 

Renewables Agenda, expanding into Australia until when 
? 

• Net Zero Cease and let’s Care for Country and All On 
Country and Cease the Chase for Renewables 
expansion upon a Dry Continent, under Threat, yes, yes 
yes yes. 

• I Demand a Royal Commission into Renewables, 
expanding upon a Dry Continent that has serious issues 
with Environmental Impact , going unaddressed whilst 
Renewables expand, in a so-called chase to Net Zero, a 
Farce.



“Thunderbolt”
• How Dare a name of a Legend –

Australian – be used for a Wind Farm. I 
need this name removed and the Project -
Thunderbolt’s Wind Farm – removed from 
Upper Tributary Catchments of the Namoi.

• Cease and Desist 3 Bladed Wind Turbines 
in Australia and WorldWide Now. They 
harm Environment, and Wildlife, 
Endangered, Endangered, Endangered.
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